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The initial stages of vision decompose the two retinal images into local
estimates of feature dimensions such as size and orientation.

However,

(1) normal observers experience a unitary (binocular) vision of the
world, and
(2) the world contains spatially extensive surfaces and textures whose
projections exceed the receptive fields of the local retinal analyses.

One step towards building binocular object representations from local
monocular representations is to perform appropriate binocular and spatial
summation of retinal image contrast.
Recently, two studies have shown that there is substantial summation of
contrast, at detection threshold and above, across eyes (Meese,
Georgeson & Baker, 2006) and across space (Meese & Summers, 2007).
Here we extend the work to determine whether summation occurs across
eyes and space together and in which order they occur.

Three pedestal masking conditions
Gathered pedestal masking functions, with 3 conditions, counter-
balanced across target eye. Pedestal contrasts range from 0% to 30dB.

1. White
  Black checks pedestal in one eye.
  White checks pedestal+test in other eye.

2. Black
  White Checks pedestal in one eye.
  Black checks pedestal+test in other eye.

3. Dual
  Black checks pedestal+test in one eye.
  White Checks pedestal+test in other eye.

Summation is reported as the difference(in dB) in thresholds between
the Dual condition and the mean of the White and Black conditions.

Procedure

• Temporal 2AFC (100ms duration,  400ms ISI).
• 3-down 1-up interleaved staircase pair per condition.
• ~400 trials per data point.
• Probit fit to get threshold (75% correct) and slope (σ).
• Report the slope in terms of Weibull β, where β ~ 10.3/σ.

3 Observers, YR, PP and ASP, performed the experiment.

Equipment

• CRS ViSaGe in pseudo 14-bit mode.
• Stimuli were viewed through CRS FE-1 shutter goggles.
• Clinton Monoray monitor (120Hz frame rate, mean luminance 20cd/m2).
• Viewing distance of 51.5cm.
• Central fixation point.

Stimulus contrast is expressed as Michelson contrast in % of the carrier
or in dB re 1% (=20.log10(c)), consistent with both of the previous studies
(Meese et al, 2006; Meese & Summers, 2007).

We used the novel stimuli introduced by Meese & Summers (2007).
Horizontal sine-wave grating, 2.5 c/deg modulated by a circular raised
cosine function with a central plateau of 8 deg, and a blurred boundary of
1 deg, giving a full-width at half-height of 9 deg.

Further modulated by a raised plaid which was the sum of two 0.5c/deg
sine-wave grating components with orientations of ±45° and contrasts of
0.5.

These stimuli were given the nominal titles of ‘white’ and ‘black’ checks
respectively as a reference to the magnitude of the modulator at the
centre of the display (unity and zero).

Each of the stimuli has the property that they have half the contrast area
of a full sine-wave grating but subtend the same retinal angle.

Figure 1: Pedestal masking functions averaged across eyes
and three observers for each condition. Sensitivity to the
Dual increment condition is always greater than for either
the Black or White increments alone. Sensitivity to the white
and black increments is very similar.

Figure 2: Summation of contrast across eyes and space for each
observer (open symbols) and their average (solid circles). There is
no systematic effect of pedestal contrast on summation which falls
between 3dB and 6dB.
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Linear summation

Quadratic summation

There is substantial summation (~4.8dB) of contrast across
eyes and space over the whole dipper function.

There is a distinct effect of pedestal contrast on psychometric slope.
There is no systematic effect of condition on the psychometric slope.

Figure 3: Psychometric slopes averaged across all three observers for each of
the black, white and dual increment conditions. There is no systematic
difference in psychometric slopes across the three conditions.

Psychometric slopes are steepest (geometric mean β = 3.4) for 0% pedestal
contrast.

Slopes for pedestal contrasts >0dB had a geometric mean β = 1.8.
However, psychometric slopes are generally overestimated for staircase data.
The dashed line shows the adjusted average psychometric slopes. The level
of adjustment was determined by a bootstrapping method applied to the
psychometric functions gathered in the experiments.
The effect of stimulus contrast on the slope of the psychometric function is
consistent with that found in other studies (Bird et al, 2002; Meese et al, 2006)
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Stimuli used in the experiment

We performed the formal part of our analysis at detection threshold because:
1) Interocular suppression and other forms of contrast gain control are unlikely to exert their influence. This simplified the models.
2) Different models predict a range of psychometric slopes at detection threshold (1.22 ≤ β  ≤ 4.88) but not above threshold.

There are four components to our model:
1) Transducer (Linear or non-linear) -  xP, (p=1 or 2.4)
2) Additive Gaussian Noise - G
3) Pooling across Eyes - POOLeye (POOL is MAX() or Σ() operation)
4) Pooling across Space - POOLspace (POOL is MAX() or Σ() operation)

These can be arranged in 24 different orders. This gives us 24 × 2 transducers × 2 POOLeye × 2 POOLspace = 196 models.
After rejecting those for which there were formal similarities there are only 48 formally different models.
Models are rejected if their threshold or slope fall outside the 95% confidence intervals for the empirical data.
Only four models survived this culling, see Table I.

4. Results

2. Stimuli

There is substantial contrast summation across eyes and space.
The data have rejected 44 formally different models. Two others were rejected by other
considerations.
Two remaining models both require summation across eyes before space.
The pooling is consistent with a linear summation for eyes and space.
The data do not rule out a model where the spatial pooling is a MAX operator, but are inconsistent with
binocular summation of contrast over area (Meese & Summers, 2007; Summers & Meese, 2007).
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Table I : Models consistent with dataModel 1: Reject this model since it predicts far more
summation at threshold (as a function of area) than
has been found by previous work (e.g. Rovamo et al,
1993; Meese, Hess & Williams, 2005).
Model 2: Reject this model on the grounds of
implausibility: if true it would suggest that disparate
parts of the visual field are summed across eyes!
(Rose et al, 1988)
Model 3 (see diagram): Preferred model. Slight
over-prediction of the summation ratios could be
compensated by trivial and plausible changes.
Model 4 (see diagram): Plausible account of the
data. However, previous work (Meese & Summers,
2007; Summers & Meese, 2007) rejects the MAXspace
operation.
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